What we worked on last Thursday.
There are no visible controls in the group. Drag an item onto this tool to add it to the toolbox.

```vbnet
Private Sub txtPrice_Validating(sender As Object, e As System.ComponentModel.CancelEventArgs)
    ' Validation logic here
End Sub
```
Subroutines and passing data to a subroutine.
Executed three times and got my entries summed.

Next compare byRef and byVal.
References the original so it changes.
Value passed to and used in the subroutine. Original value not changed.
Other examples under VB.NET.
Another example of VB functions as opposed to functions the developer writes.
This is my procedure and it can be done for each grade as it validates or the DataValidating gives an interesting solution.
The Data_Validating handles the Validating for the seven different boxes.
sender has the field that triggered the validating and so I send it and the name to the procedure.

Defined as textbox and receiving name of textbox.